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11.
Transmuting Negatives

Into Positives:

Turning Dilemma into Opportunity

Take the best action you can
and don’t worry
if your best is not good enough. 

You must play the cards 
you have been dealt, 
regardless of their strength, 
and not bemoan your hand.

Bemoaning your hand
privately or publicly
merely amplifies 
your so-called weaknesses, 
and potentiates them 
as de facto weaknesses.

You cannot simultaneously
bemoan your cards
and make the best of them. 
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To increase the power 
of any hand,

just slightly overstate
the strength 

of a weak hand

and just slightly understate 
the strength 

of a strong hand.

Transform worries into tasks

by distinguishing
the variables you can control
from the variables you cannot control;

then set out to control the former variables 
and essentially ignore the latter variables.

Worrying is negative input
once you have identified the controllable variables
and have set yourself to controlling them.

Worrying under such conditions 
implies that you should concern yourself 
with phenomena beyond your control;
such concern is misplaced,
since you will always have quite enough to think about
as regards phenomena that are under your control.

That which is beyond your control 
is not your responsibility;

whatever happens that is beyond your control 
can only be accepted as necessary.
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Correct mistakes, including your own mistakes, 
without inflicting guilt on yourself or anyone else.

You may now find that you feel guilty
whenever you find yourself thinking
in a manner you disapprove of.
This is how most individuals have been conditioned
to react to their own mistakes:

when very young, they were corrected ungently 
whenever they did not follow orders properly;
until they learned all of the orders,
these ungentle corrections
occurred almost constantly.
The ungentle correction voice was then internalized
as the common model for correcting mistakes.

Individuals on the path
of consciously reprogramming themselves
will obviously need to correct their mistakes
very frequently,
and will naturally tend
to fall into the same pattern of ungentle correction
they were subjected to
in their original programming period.

This results in negative leakage of positive energies.
Energy needed for diagnosing the causes
of a particular mistake
and for generating and evaluating
alternative solutions, is wasted in internal threats
and punches and screams at oneself.

These energies are not merely wasted, however,
since energy expressed negatively
programs you and the environment
to bring about still more negative occurrence.
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When you catch yourself in a mistake,
seek to understand why you did it.

Decide on a proper policy for the next time
a similar situation arises,

so that you can realistically expect
not to make the same mistake again.

Know that there is no catching yourself in mistakes
unless you have already made enough conscious progress
to spot needed revisions in your programming;

thus, be thankful that you are catching yourself
in mistakes.

Catching yourself in mistakes is a sign
that you are in transition between behavior patterns.

Know that if you make a mistake and catch yourself,
the net of these two things is positive:

therefore be happy
at finding yet another course-correction.

Know that mistakes and negative events
are necessary to progress;

like a vaccine,
they stimulate the production of antitoxins
in the form of revised programming
now capable of dealing with similar threats in the future.
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If your experience is untroubled, 
you will never develop the means 
to deal with troubling experience.

Therefore, focus on the ultimate goals, 
and be thankful for any experience 
which brings you closer to these,

whether the experience itself 
be seemingly positive or negative.

If you hear a voice in your head 
harshly reprimanding you for a mistake, 
disidentify with that voice.

Say: “Program, your intentions are good, 
but you are not being helpful.”

Think of this program as a base 
that has been planted in your mind 
by every harsh teacher, relative or peer 
that ever sought to program you;

an automatic message sender activated 
to scream its one message at you 
whenever you err.
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Look at every mistake and negative experience 
as a valued teacher,

an opportunity which opens to maximum limits 
the possibilities for your future 

by showing you new choices.

Ask yourself: “What has been honed by this?”

You may find after your severest mistakes 
that you now have sufficient motivation 

to carry out a change
that you have wanted to make for some time 

but lacked sufficient impetus.

Mistakes are the impetus
which actualize your free will, 

just as a spring gains its energy by being crushed.

Emphasize doing your best rather than succeeding.

It is not important that you ever live 
in an error-free manner, 
but that you move toward freeing yourself 
of inappropriate programming.

Therefore consider that all mistakes you make 
occur during your trial period, 
when you are allowed to make mistakes 
so that you can learn from them.

All of the foreseeable future is your trial period:
the playing-for-score never begins. 
Therefore avoid being a scorekeeper:
neither give nor remove points from your score.

Experience is to provide 
learning and happiness, 
not points.
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Accept negative emotion as a useful sign 
but set to work on converting the sign 
into complete understanding.

Regard the emotion you feel as communication to you
from an inner part of yourself
that is acutely sensitive but inarticulate.

Neither fear nor dread this useful sign 
as an agony or punishment, 
or as an indication of your own weakness, 
incompleteness or fallibility:

negative emotion is as necessary 
a warning system as physical pain.

However, it would be as inappropriate 
to submit to negative emotion 
as it would be to submit to pain:

the clear course of action
is to understand
and thereby remove negative emotion.
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Do not waste energy 
on negative feelings or morbid thoughts.

Your feelings and thoughts program 
you and your environment on many levels:

if you radiate negatively, 
negative events will occur around you and to you;

the opposite will occur if you radiate positively.

Transform negative inputs into positive outputs. 

Find and exploit the positive aspects of every thing.

Hesitate to conclude that a thing or event 
is either good or bad.

Much that seems bad serves good purpose. 
When some thing or event seems bad to you, 
ask yourself:
“Might this be viewed
as happening for some good purpose?”
and seek to discover
what such a good purpose might be.

This potentially has the power of programming you
and others around you
to turning the event to such good purpose.
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You have the power to experience anything as good, 
by perceiving it as such;

this is not illusion because goodness and badness 
have no independent existence apart from 

your having ascribed them to things.

Thus, seek the good in what is given, 
and seek to do good in what you control.

Be happy with whatever is happening
unless there is strong evidence
that something else should be happening.

Take everything that happens
as potentially constructive communications to you
from somewhere,
and figure out what you have to do
to get maximum positive value
out of these events/communications.

Do not underrate your ignorance 
as compared to what 

an omniscient universe might know;

thus, do not look at a situation and hastily conclude 
that it is “bad”.

Introduce your own changes in a situation cautiously,

and be aware
of the potential hidden value already present 

in any situation, 
regardless of appearances.
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If bothered, seek isolation.

Plan to be uninterrupted for several hours.
Then confront what is bothering you slowly,
inspecting each aspect of it.

Know that this condition
is because you have adopted an inflexible position
that may or may not be appropriate.

Seek to find out what that position is,
and decide on its appropriateness.

You have probably been conditioned to think,
in conflicts between individuals,

of one party as being “right”
and the other as being “wrong”.

this way of thinking is counterproductive
in that it motivates you to not want

to be the party who is “wrong”.

thus, you may tend to bend over backwards
to maintain your original “rightness”.
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What would happen if you just yielded
to the bothersome situation?

Imagine how this yielding might take place, 
and how you might rearrange other thoughts 
so that your new situation 
would accommodate everything comfortably.

Know that you have probably been conditioned 
to think of yielding as defeat;
this is inappropriate.

It may seem to be bending away
from one’s own motivations,
but actually turn out to be the useful opportunity
for inspection and refinement
of one’s motivations.

You are not the entity 
that controlled your body a short time ago;
be willing to criticize the previous administration.

Yielding is the bending
in the specific direction required
to release the tension.
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Remember that all rightness and wrongness,
like goodness and badness,
is ascribed,
and is not resident in any event or thing.

Be aware that the goal in any inter-entity conflict 
should be truth, 
and not superiority.

Remember that your success 
is not dependent 
on the success of the robot 
you currently inhabit;

if it must be sacrificed 
because of a prior mistake, 
prepare yourself to go on without it, 
but seek to understand which actions 
were mistaken.

Know further that in virtually
all inter-entity conflicts,
admission of a mistake of any magnitude
rarely requires sacrifice
of the current robot.
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Do not visualize other entities 
as having power over you;

instead, see that all entities 
are the same one 
looking out at itself 
through various windows.

In this context,
the superiority of one window
over another
is obviously meaningless.

Cooperate with all other windows in seeking truth,
and accept mistakes by any window including your own
as the necessary learning experiences that they are.

Strive to see all the implications of a situation.
Set closure way back.
Do not accept the things that you say to yourself
until supported by evidence
you can present to yourself.

On issues lacking evidence, 
reserve judgment.

Leam to tolerate suspension of belief
one way or the other
on issues requiring more information;

otherwise you will make decisions on all issues, 
regardless of the scarcity of your information.

Avoid decisions until they are necessary, 
and define information needed 
to aid in proper decision-making;
then seek such information.
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If you find yourself bothered 
and in a situation 

in which you are taking 
whatever happens or is said 

in a negative light,

seek isolation and rest your mind. 

Solutions and release may be presented to you.

Accept deprivation;
to do otherwise is to accept slavery to desire.

Know that, once deprived,
your next experience of the thing desired
will be so much more intense
as to more than compensate for the deprivation.

There is no motivation without deprivation,

no appreciation without motivation,

and thus no appreciation without deprivation.
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Imagine that the universe is a grand hotel
in which the waiters are continually bringing you
new and exotic foods to sample;

how inappropriate it would be
to refuse some strange-looking platters
and demand only to be given
the same plate as yesterday.

Change is necessary to evolution;
the universe contains incredible diversity
and you cannot experience it all
within the confines of one comfortable life style.

Look ahead to what you will think 
of your life at its end;
you will probably not want to look back 
and say that it was cozy and dull.

Thus, react positively to what seems to be disaster.

Remember that what seems now to be disaster 
may be an important step toward evolution, 
and may even be identifiable as such 
at some point in the future.

Every great loss takes you out of a rut 
and starts your life anew;
be grateful for the time you had 
in your former happy state 
and look forward eagerly 
to the new phase.
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Play life as a game;

play as well as you can;
end the game when this is preferable;

until that point,
recognize that you are playing the game
out of choice and preference.

Learn to laugh at adversity, 
for it is the fuel of evolution.

Learn to laugh at the universe’s jokes.

Accept the tragicomic aspect of your life 
as an essential element in its being interesting.

Knowing that diverse inputs 
stimulate creativity, 
look at each annoying disturbance 
as a diverse input.

Know that another ambush along this path
is a feeling of emptiness or boredom
which can occur at moments
when you realize that every problem is under control.
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This occurs so rarely in normal existence 
that one is unprepared for it.

To deal with this ambush, 
recognize it as the invitation 
to a new phase of consciousness:

accept emptiness,

maintain concentration on emptiness,

and see what happens.

Leam to accept an emotionally neutral state 
as happiness.

You have probably been conditioned 
to think of happiness 
as euphoria;
this is inappropriate.

Expect voices in your head
to tell you that you are in
a bad mood
when you are merely non-euphoric;

tell these voices that they may be 
in a bad mood, 
but you are not.
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Remember: you are not the chatter 
that you hear in your head;
you are the hearer of that chatter.

Expect only that existence will be interesting, 
and you will be happy.

Expect that you will be happy per se, 
and anything less than perfect ecstasy 
will be a bitter disappointment.

Do not be disturbed by the discovery 
of impure thoughts in your head.

You did not originate any of these thoughts, 
nor did you seek to have them put into your head.

Your effort to prevent them from erupting 
into inappropriate action 
is fully meeting your responsibility 
with regard to these thoughts.
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The presence of these thoughts in your head, 
buffered by your free will 

from becoming actualized, 
is necessary to the comprehensiveness 

of your information file;

if you did not have these thoughts, 
you could not fully understand 

others with these thoughts.

Not understanding them, 
you could not forgive them.

Not forgiving them, 
you could not love them.

Not loving them, 
you could not be them.

Not being them, you would continue your present amnesia 
in which you think that you are the robot 

you currently inhabit.
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Know that there may be times
when you find yourself
both fascinated and terrified
by morbid imaginings, premonitions of doom,
or waking nightmares.

These may have a number of different sources:

they may be produced by a unique interaction 
of chemicals in the body;

they may be communications from other minds, 
stored or direct;

they may be communications from yourself 
for the purpose of testing reactions.

Such temporary fixations are given some credibility 
when one’s existence has been positive 
for a period of time;
one begins to wonder 
when the inevitable tragedy will strike.

Further seeming credibility is added by the recognition 
that strange and unpredictable trivial accidents 
are happening all the time;
this suggests that a strange and unpredictable 
tragic accident is overdue.

Actually, this generalization 
from the trivial to the tragic 
is a non sequitur.
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Under such conditions, take the following action:

Imagine the worst so as to be prepared to face it;
but do not assume that the worst will occur 
or has occurred.

Defuse the emotion involved
by being prepared to face the feared situation
in reality.

Worry is highly correlated with the awareness 
that one doesn’t know what one will do 
in the feared situation.

Estimate the probability,
based on past experience
and all other information available,
that the feared situation will come to pass
during a specific period of time.
In virtually all cases,
this probability will be exceedingly low.

Decide, based on the probabilities, 
whether to bet that the disaster will strike, 
or make the opposite bet.

Look closely 
to see the vague nightmare images in your mind.
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Are they faces? 
Specific types of events? 

Specific facial expressions? 
Sounds?

Focus on remembering 
where you may have first seen these images, 
and where you have seen these images since.

Pinpoint the communications 
in which these images have been suggested to you.

Seek to understand 
why these images seem frightening to you.

In many cases, these may be images 
presented to you as frightening 
when you were very young;
you may accept them as frightening 
for this reason only.

Remember that there is nothing to fear;
that you decide what you want to avoid, 
and can best avoid these things 
without fearing them.

Be sympathetic to your fear-images;
imagine that it is hurtful to them 
to be so intensely rejected by you.
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Resolve to help your fear-images 
find a happy home in your head;

greet them warmly whenever they return.

Remember that they are 
just other types of things 

to look at.

Always assume that there is some way out
of a “bad” situation,
and your object is to find that way.

In this way, you exercise your will 
by always assuming that it has a vehicle.

Thus, focus on finding the way out,
not on suffering from the fear
that there is no way out.
The “way out” will always be the one way
which allows you to turn the bad situation
into something useful:

in effect, the bad situation 
has been set up 
so that you could learn 
how to convert it into good.

Thus, ask yourself:

“What is the brighter side of this?” and 

“Where in this mess lies the opportunity?”
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Example #1:

You find that you have fear. You take this to be a
“bad” situation, and you are negative about it.

You then realize that your emotions are contacting
you to tell you something.

You then work on the message and deci pher it to be:
“Be alert”.

You have decoded the original intent of the fear, i.e.,
to make yourself alert to possible danger;

you have converted negative fear to positive alertness.

This can only come about 
by confronting your own fear 
and the reasons for it, 
and what you can do about it;
and what you can’t do about it;

then taking the action that is takeable 
and ignoring that which is beyond your control.
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Example #2:

You find that you have made a mistake. You take this
to be a “bad” situation, and are negative about it.
You then realize that your emotions are telling you
something by means of this negativity; i.e., to learn
what to do differently so that you do not make the
same mistake again in a similar situation.

You think about and learn this:
the negative emotion goes away;
you have converted it
into what it was intended to convey
when it was sent to you
from your emotion-creator.

Example #3:

You find that you are having your first setback in a
particular project. You take this to be a “bad” situa-
tion, a turning-about of a good streak. You then real-
ize that the setback might be a useful learning
experience out of which can come new strength; that
the smoothness with which the project had been
going might have been a bit understimulating; that
conquering the setback will be an exciting challenge
which will result in the minimiz ing of the possibility
for similar setbacks in the future, at which point they
might be more dangerous. You say excitedly to a
friend: “I’m having my first setback on project X!”

You have converted the setback into strength. 
Bear in mind that strength cannot exist 
without resistance.
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Example #4:

You find that you feel inferior in a specific situation;
you interpret this to be a message to you to compen-
sate for the inferiority you feel by getting angry at
anything in the universe which would have you feel
inferior to it.

You then moderate this anger by realizing that the
others whom you are using to make yourself feel 
inferior are not fully aware of what they are doing,
and are doing it out of their own weakness in any
case.

The anger, moderated, becomes aggres sive 
determination not to be put down;

this is precisely what was needed in the situation, and
this was the reason your emotions sent you the 
feeling of inferiority;

to stimulate a compensatory set.
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